Suspension
Switched Socket

SS15

Series

Installation Instructions
Recommended Flexible Cord Stripping Detail

(Stripping lengths shown actual size in mm)
For easy access to Earth Terminal screw, unclip socket mechanism.
Recommended for up to 1.5mm² heavy duty three core flexible cord.

Wiring Instructions
NOTE: Earth wire is connected directly
to the socket and Active/Neutral are
connected directly to the switch.
1. Strip cable insulation as
illustrated above.
Screwed
Hook

2. Pass cable through the screwed hook.
3. Pass cable through rubber bush.
4. Pass cable through cover.
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5. Connect EARTH wire (Green/Yellow
or Green) to the socket terminal
marked ‘E’.
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6. Connect the Active wire (Brown or
Red) to the switch terminal marked ‘A’.
7. Connect the Neutral wire (Blue
or Black) to the switch terminal
marked ‘N’.
8. Ensure the Earth wire is placed
into the socket tortuous path
position as shown.
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9. Check the wires are in the correct
position (as illustrated) and terminal
screws are tight.
10. Slide cover into position, ensure
outer sheath of cable overlaps the
internal cover rib.
11. Clip cover to socket assembly
and ensure fixing screws are
fully tightened.
12. Slide rubber bush and screwed hook
down cable and securely screw the
hook fully into position.
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